Location and Replication Transparency Another problem with current wide area applications is the lack of location transparency. In practice, names are tightly coupled to the locations of the objects they refer to. Locationdependent names make it difficult to deal with migration. If a name specifies where an object is located, migrating that object cannot be done without either changing the name or interpreting it as a forwarding pointer. Locationdependent names also cannot be used straightforwardly when referring to replicated data. Effectively, applications are forced to keep track of which objects are replicated, where the replicas are located, and how consistency between these replicas is maintained. The problem that needs to be solved is that a wide area systems should offer a naming facility that hides all aspects concerning the location of data. Users should not be concerned where an object is located, whether it can move, whether it is replicated, and if it is replicated, how consistency between replicas is maintained.
Flexibility Wide area systems require support for flexible implementations. In particular, they need to provide services with well-specified functional semantics, but with flexible consistency semantics. We need flexibility with respect to how we implement the functionality and the consistency of data. In particular, different implementations for the same interface may need to co-exist. These implementations all realize the same functionality, but may differ with respect to state consistency. Scalability The most important problem which needs to be solved is that of scalability. The rapid growth of the user population on the Internet suggests that a general-purpose wide area distributed systems should eventually be capable of supporting a billion users. In order to manage the complexity of the scalability problem, we believe it is essential to first devise an architecture in which different solutions can be embedded. Such an architecture is the subject of this paper.
Proposed Architecture
In this section we discuss the main components of an architecture for a scalable wide area distributed system. We have adopted an object-based model. The encapsulation of state and its operations into a single object allows a clear separation between services and implementations. Aspects such as communication protocols, replication strategies, and distribution and migration of state can be completely hidden behind an object's interface. The concept of an object offers us the transparency and flexibility needed for wide area systems.
Distributed Shared Objects
Processes in our model cooperate and interact through distributed shared objects, objects of which the state is physically distributed and shared between processes. Changes to the state made by one process are observed by other processes. There is no a priori distinction between clients and servers.
Each object has methods for operating on its internal state. These methods are exported via interfaces. Interfaces support the separation of a (compiled) application program from object implementations. There may be several implementations for the same interface. Before a process can invoke an operation of a distributed shared object, it has to bind to that object (at runtime). This means that an interface and its implementation are loaded into the process' address space. Multiple processes share an object by being bound to it simultaneously.
Our model provides four features to support the separation between a program and an implementation of a distributed shared object.
1. Access to a distributed shared object is provided by a local object which represents the distributed shared object.
This isolates the program that uses a distributed shared object from the implementation of the distributed shared object.
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2. The runtime system supports downloading of new local objects into the address space of a running process. Both state and code are downloaded on demand, during execution.
3. Method invocation is done through interface tables, each listing one or more methods. Interface tables decouple the application from the implementation of the local object.
4. The local object which represents the distributed shared object is conceptually self-contained. This means that the implementation of a distributed shared object is completely separated from the application. The only part that the application and the object share is the layout of the interface table and the syntax and semantics of the methods in that interface table.
To simplify the implementation of new distributed shared objects we propose an implementation of local objects that consists of four local subobjects. Figure 1 shows these four subobjects: a communication object handling lowlevel communication with other local objects; a replication object dealing with state distribution; a semantics object providing the actual semantics of the distributed shared object; and a control object handling local concurrency control.
Communication objects provide a simple interface to send data to and receive data from other address spaces. A communication object can support connection oriented or connectionless communication and point-to-point or multicast data transfers. A replication object is responsible for keeping the state of the distributed shared object consistent. It sends marshaled copies of (parts of) the object's state, and marshaled arguments and return values of operations to other address spaces.
Communication and replication objects are generally written by system programmers and are available from libraries or class repositories. Application programmers implement the semantics objects needed for an application. A control object is generated based on the interface of the corresponding semantics object. We expect that the system comes with standard semantics objects like files and directories. Furthermore, some distributed shared objects may require replication or communieation objects that are optimized to work with a specific semantics object.
A distributed shared object may replicate its state for reasons of fault-tolerance, availability, or performance. It may also partition its state, but that will not be discussed further. For each address space bound to a distributed shared object, the object decides whether to store a (full) copy of its state in that address space or not. When a process binds to an object, the object may decide to create a replica in that address space and control the consistency through update or invalidate messages. This choice optimizes the performance of read operations, which can then be executed locally. Special (server) processes can be run at strategic sites. These processes can bind to an object to create a replica. These replicas are needed to optimize read access to an object (caches) and to provide persistence and fault tolerance.
Because the semantics object is implemented by the application programmer, we would like to place as few restrictions on the implementation of the semantics object as possible. Nevertheless, we must impose some restrictions to allow a semantics object to be used in combination with a large collection of different replication objects:
• A semantics object has to be a state machine (i.e. the current state plus the arguments of a method invocation completely determine the next state of the object, and the state does not change between method invocations. A state machine is required in order to support replication objects that use active replication.
® Long-term blocking (i.e. a wait on a condition variable) is not allowed. Instead, the invocation returns an indication to the caller (the control object) that it could not continue and the control object should retry later.
® The semantics object should be able to marshal and unmarshal its state.
The control object effectively encapsulates the semantics object in a monitor. This relieves the application programmer from managing concurrency control.
Naming
Our architecture includes a naming system that maps a human readable pathname to a set of contact addresses for a distributed shared object. The contact addresses provide independent ways to bind to a distributed shared object. Typically, a replicated object provides multiple contact addresses for availability and improved performance. The set of contact addresses can change over time, and is maintained by the object itself. A replicated object typically adds contact addresses when new replicas are installed, and a mobile object creates a new contact address when it moves to a different location. At the same time, users can create and delete pathnames that refer to the object. Figure 2a shows the most popular way of naming objects. A directory or naming service maintains a mapping from human readable object names to the address at which the object is located. This approach breaks down when an object gets multiple names and multiple addresses. This is shown in Figure 2b . In an implementation of the naming system that directly maps a pathname to a set of addresses, it is impossible to update the set of addresses efficiently.
In our architecture, object naming is split into two services. The first part, the name service, maps a pathname to an object handle. This object handle is passed to the second part, the location service, which maps it to the set of addresses, this is shown in the Figures 2c and 2d . This scheme allows a user to create multiple names that resolve to the same object handle, and allows the object to update the set of contact addresses that the object handle refers to. Logically, the mapping from object handle to contact addresses is stored in one place in the location service. The fact that the location service can replicate location information is hidden from the object. An object handle consists of an object identifier and some additional information for the location service. An object identifier is worldwide unique and is never reused after the object is destroyed. Object identifiers are used during binding as an end-to-end check for the location service. The additional location information which is part of an object handle is allocated by the location service when the object registers its initial set of contact addresses.
The name service can be implemented as a worldwide hierarchical collection of directories. The feasibility of this approach has been shown by DNS. With worldwide location services there is less experience. A straightforward approach is to divide objects into different categories and use different algorithms for each category. For example, many objects will be located on a single site. These objects may have a few replicas, but the replicas are not far apart. We expect that the majority of the objects fall in this category. Traditional solutions will suffice here. A second category are highly replicated objects, For example objects that encapsulate Usenet news articles or news groups. Since replicas of such an object are stored at many sites, we expect those sites to cooperate in maintaining location The location information of these three categories of objects can be stored in three independent, worldwide location servers. A few bits in the object handle can be used to specify the location service used. A disadvantage of this approach is that an object can not move to a different category without changing its object handle.
We have designed a location service that is able to dynamically adapt to the migration patterns of an object. A location service provides four operations: ® Register a new object ® Unregister a deleted object ® Change the set of contact addresses for an object
• Lookup the set of contact addresses for an object
The goal of the location service is to implement all four of these operations efficiently. This means optimizing the placement of the information needed to map an object handle to a set contact addresses such that updates to the set of contact addresses are cheap (i.e. require a small amount of (local) communication) and that lookups are also cheap. Since updates to the set of contact addresses are initiated by the object itself, it makes sense to store the mapping in a part of the location service that is near the object. Note that a replicated object is not located at a single site. Furthermore, objects that migrate require that the location of the mapping follows the object.
Our design of the location service uses a worldwide, distributed search tree. To build this search tree, we divide the world into a hierarchical set of domains. At the bottom we have one domain per site. A collection of sites form a region. This is shown in Figure 3 . An object is registered at each site where it has a contact address. Furthermore, ...... : . .... _ ........ ....... ; , Figure 3 : World Wide Search Tree each object is registered in all regions that contain a site where the object is registered, recursively up to the top of the tree.
Initially, registrations at the site level contain the actual contact addresses and registrations at region or world level contain pointers to the next lower level. Registering at multiple levels allow searches with expanding rings: a search starts at the local site, followed by the local region, then the next higher level region, etc., and eventually followed by the root. Searching with expanding rings provides the desired locality. If the object has a contact address in the site or region of the requesting process, then contact addresses will be found with only local communication.
To be able to actually implement regional and world nodes, we have to partition them. Each site stores a part of the root node and parts of the regional nodes. The partioning can be done by computing a hash value from the object handle. A more detailed description of our location service can be found in [10] 
Scalability
Scalability is one of the most important requirements for any wide area system. In Section 2, we defined scalability informally as the ability to support a billion users. We can interpret that requirement in two different ways: one way is to avoid using any components (protocols or algorithms) that do not to scale. Examples include a single point of failure for the whole system, or a system wide barrier (global synchronization). Another approach is to use only algorithms of which is proven that they do scale. Unfortunately, avoiding non-scalable components does not seem to be enough: the World Wide Web is an example of a system that uses scalable components (clients, servers, TCP/IP connections, DNS) but the system as a whole has serious scalability problems. The main reason is the lack of support for replication. To prove that a system does scale without actually building it, we can look at the asymptotic complexity of the system. A scalable system should have a cost (in terms of resources or money) of at most O(n) and a maximal performance degradation (increase of latency) of at most O(log n), where n is the number of users of the system. A cost complexity of O(n) means that adding more users to the system costs a constant amount. As the system gets larger we have to take some performance loss, and the logarithmic increase of latency caused by hierarchical structures is the best we can do.
A scalable architecture for distributed shared objects has to solve two problems: how to manage an extremely large number of objects, and how to deal with objects that have a huge number of users. The scalability of our design depends on the scalability of the distributed shared objects and of the support services. However, functionality that can not be provided in a scalable way is still useful (and often required) in smaller, more local situations. This suggests that system should not only support scalable algorithms and implementations but also non-scalable algorithms for more local use.
Distributed shared objects. The scalability issues related to distributed shared objects are critical to our architecture. The point to note is that our architecture provides the right place to encapsulate different implementations and hide them from other parts of a distributed shared object. In contrast, existing systems do not support improvements transparently. For example, the HTTP protocol as used by the World Wide Web, sets up one TCP connection per access request, and changing this requires replacing all existing WWW clients. Scalable solutions for objects with many users should be centered around hierarchies. General solutions, that is, independent of the semantics of a particular object, incorporate hierarchy as part of either communication objects or replication objects.
Support services. The organization of the name service and the location service into directory objects allows us to deal with a large number of objects. These directory objects will be hierarchically organized and effectively partition the total state of either service. In addition, each directory object is designed and implemented as a distributed shared object. The scalability of the support services is thus dependent on the scalability of distributed shared objects. For example, it can be expected that the state of the directory objects close to the root will be highly replicated and distributed, and possibly even hierarchically organized as described above. For the scalability of the location service see also [10] .
Discussion and Related Work
In this paper we have presented a novel architecture for a wide area distributed system that provides a single, highlevel interface with location and replication transparency. This interface allows efficient implementations, is flexible and does not have inherent scalability problems. We think that all related systems lack at least one of these important features.
Related projects can be found in two areas: projects that also focus on wide area distributed systems and projects that use objects to hide communication. Examples of projects and systems that focus on large-scale, or wide area distributed systems are DCE, CORBA, Globus and Legion. Distributed systems that are object based include Spring, SOS, and Network Objects.
The Globus project is developing basic software infrastructure for computations that integrate geographically distributed computational and information resources. Globus is based on Nexus [3] . Legion [5] has a similar goal, and is based on Mentat [4] . Both Globus and Legion are designed with high-performance computing in mind. As such they provide access to remote computing power. However, there is no, or only limited support for replication, migration and persistence of data.
Most related systems provide remote operations on objects or servers that encapsulate an RPC mechanism. The disadvantage of this approach that they enforce a certain implementation of the remote operations: RPC systems (like DCE) always ship the arguments of a function to a remote server. Spring [6] provides some flexibility with subcontracts but the interface presented to an application process is basically still a stub. Remote object systems like, for example CORBA [8] , and Network Objects [ 1] provide the same functionality as an RPC based system: arguments are shipped to the (remote) object.
A system that seems at first glance similar to ours is the combination of Fragmented Objects with SSP chains [9] . Fragmented Objects, as described in [7] provide a similar model to the user of the object as our model. The internals of fragmented objects are however quite different: fragmented objects consist of fragments that communicate through connective objects. Connective objects can be communication channels or they can be fragmented objects themselves. The interface to a fragmented object is provided by a proxy object, which implements operations on the fragments object by invoking operations on the so-called group interface. Fragmented objects hide data replication and consistency management from the user of an object, but those details are exposed to the implementor of an object.
With respect to binding, the main difference with our approach is that their references are location dependent, and contain only one address. A standard RPC is used to contact the object. Furthermore, SSP chains use relative object identifiers. However, objects that use multiple contact points for fault-tolerance or efficiency reasons require that a single name may be bound to multiple contact addresses at the same time. These bindings should be easy to cache or replicate, to modify, or to pass between processes. This means that they should be stored at locations independent of the named object, and independent of processes that use them.
A distinction between semantics and replication objects is also made in [2] . The paper describes access objects, replicas and consistency managers. Access objects, replicas and consistency managers roughly correspond to our control, semantics, and replication objects, respectively. Our communication object is integrated with the consistency manager. The paper describes how to do fine-grained access control: operations that execute on different partitions of the state of the object may be executed in parallel. The interface between the access object and the consistency manager does not allow blocking operations (condition synchronization) and the operation is always executed locally. In contrast, our model does not currently support fine-grained access control but offers a greater flexibility in replication strategies and allows blocking operations.
